INTRODUCTION + OVERVIEW

1.0 INTRODUCTION + OVERVIEW
The overall purpose of the Idaho Falls City Core Plan is to create a coordinated vision and implementation
strategy for central Idaho Falls. Exciting new projects are already occurring and serve as catalysts for
reinvestment and improvement throughout the area. The plan aims to channel current and future investment
into shared visions, goals, and initiatives which are necessary to create a cohesive central area. Policies that
promote place-making, create complete and walkable streets, and make an inviting urban form will enable the
city center to thrive as a unique space for residents and visitors alike.
Within the Idaho Falls City Core Plan there are currently two main districts of interest: Downtown and South
Downtown. Each district presents distinct urban forms, land use, and zoning. Therefore, both districts are
separated in each section to recognize their unique characteristics. While each might have slightly differing
goals and initiatives together they make up the Idaho Falls City Core Plan and will promote a shared vision for
the area.

CITY CORE PROJECT COMPONENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Identify what works, does not work, what is missing, and what can be added to improve the city core.
Consult existing plans and studies to create a cohesive and comprehensive city core plan.
Identify catalytic projects that will spur development and improvements.
Create a plan for complete, safe, and walkable streetscapes and intersections.
Draft visions, goals, and initiatives that create an inviting and unique central area for the Idaho Falls community.
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1.1 EXISTING PLANS SUMMARY
Over the years, there have been many studies and plans focused on the city core including comprehensive studies
of parking management and housing, a design assessment, creation of design guidelines, and policies from the
comprehensive plan. Each has included key recommendations, but a consolidated effort has not been initiated to
implement them within the area. Therefore, the Idaho Falls City Core Plan aims to incorporate their relevant findings
into a uniform document with concrete implementation strategies. In order to understand their key findings, a
summary of each document has been provided below.

SOUTH DOWNTOWN DESIGN CHARRETTE SUMMARY REPORT
In April 2019, a design charrette was conducted to assess and gather information for the drafting of the South
Downtown section of the Idaho Falls City Core Plan. It included a range of activities encouraging participants to think
critically about the existing urban form and to create a vision of South Downtown’s future. The charrette provided a
range of insightful conclusions provided below:
•

Ensure that development of the district does not create adverse congestion and traffic conditions, especially
within the residential district. Additionally, the Plan should aim to facilitate connectivity within the district,
especially across S. Capital Ave, with urban design elements such as bike lanes and crosswalks.

•

Promote anchor businesses and public investment which increase positive public perception of the district.
Provide maintenance and activities which activate the district and draw consumers and the public to South
Downtown more frequently.

•

Ensure that projects and policies within the Plan are both attainable and financially feasible. Investigate policies,
such as a business improvement district and tax increment financing, which could make cost hurdles more
manageable for the private and public sectors.

•

Understand the various stakeholders and how the Plan will impact them over time. Foster community and city
buy-in to promote cooperation for the benefit of positive development of the district over time.

•

Respect and preserve the historic character of the area and provide activities which inform the public of its
importance and heritage.

IDAHO SMART GROWTH REPORT
In April 2017, The Greater Idaho Falls Association of Realtors (GIFAR) contracted Idaho Smart Growth (ISG) to work
with the City of Idaho Falls and various stakeholders to develop a community vision for South Downtown. It aimed to
attract more people and development to the area while identifying potential improvements for multi-modal transit
within the district. As a result of the report, a number of conclusions were reached:
•

As the original Eagle Rock township, the history of South Downtown should be respected and understood in the
South Downtown plan.

•

Historic homes and structures should be protected and promoted as assets within the plan.

•

Redevelop the old warehouses into a warehouse district with a mix of uses including loft apartments, retail, and a
plaza or other large outdoor gathering place types.

•

Support the commercial edge along Yellowstone Highway, but don’t let it encroach into the residential area.

•

Preserve and enhance Cliff Street as a “Main Street” with small, local businesses.

•

Improve the Riverwalk and parks by connecting both to the residential areas across S. Capital Avenue.
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2006 DOWNTOWN DESIGN ASSESSMENT
In early December 2005 Urban Development Services conducted a five day design charrette to assess the needs of
downtown for a development strategy and streetscape improvements to make downtown a more vibrant place for
businesses, shopping, entertainment and social gatherings. The assessment specifically examined how the water
front could be more of an asset for Idaho Falls and how to improve the sense of entrance, both as you cross the Snake
River Bridge on Broadway and also as you enter the Yellowstone Highway Corridor from the railroad underpass to the
intersection of Broadway and Yellowstone. The assessment also provides drawings that convey some of the critical
issues and ideas for downtown Idaho Falls.

DOWNTOWN PARKING ANALYSIS + STUDY
There have been three parking studies conducted on the downtown area. The initial study, conducted in 2009,
provided by Carl Walker, Inc. was instigated to redesign parking located along Memorial Drive to provide increased
connectivity between the Riverwalk and downtown. The subsequent studies were a follow-up of the initial Carl
Walker Study. Parking for downtown has been a long focus of debate and these studies help provide valuable
information for parking strategies to improve the functionality and perception of parking resources. These studies
take a comprehensive look at parking in downtown and concentrate on:
•

Long-term parking development strategies/opportunities;

•

Opportunities to utilize parking development as an economic development strategy;

•

The development of a recommended parking management organization;

•

The development of specific parking management action plan items;

•

Recommendations related to parking technology options to enhance revenue collection/control and to improve
operational efficiency/effectiveness.

DOWNTOWN DESIGN DEVELOPMENT FOCUS GROUPS + SUMMARY
This report was compiled by Agnew::Beck in the fall of 2015. In an effort to grow and augment the downtown area to
meet the changing needs and desires of the community, the City began a robust stakeholder engagement process to
inform the future direction of investment into downtown. In order to gain a better understanding of what downtown
stakeholders wanted from future development and investment, a series of focus groups were invited to participate in
visioning exercises. In addition to the four focus groups, a live polling exercise was conducted with the City of Idaho
Falls Rotary Club. Overall, the focus group participants identified projects and design elements that are consistent
with best practices for place-making, including:
•

Streetscape environments;

•

Creating opportunities for more people to live downtown;

•

Creation of open multi-function plaza spaces;

•

Amenities that enhance the downtown experience and allow people to stay in downtown longer;

•

The creation of bicycle and pedestrian friendly corridors and connections;

•

The promotion of distinct districts with arts and cultural spaces and installations to build a sense of place and
character.
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DOWNTOWN HOUSING MARKET STUDY
The objective of this study, conducted in 2015, was to document the market, economic, and demographic information
and provide the necessary background to formulate a detailed downtown housing revitalization plan and suggest
possible strategies and tools that can be utilized to stimulate housing development in the downtown. This study
determined the following conclusions:
•

Historic downtown Idaho Falls has the necessary character and infrastructure that provides an opportunity to
create an urban downtown environment with a balance of housing, employment, retail goods and services, public
spaces, social interaction, cultural activities, and other events that bring people together and creates a lifestyle
that encourages people to live downtown.

•

The downtown leaders responsible for seeding the downtown with housing should focus on place making,
marketing, and promotion to begin to form the image in people’s minds of downtown as an attractive alternative
to the suburbs.

•

Downtown Idaho Falls market is severely under supplied with essentially no housing of any consequence and no
competition from suburban residential real estate products.

•

Pent up demand is no doubt present and there are no projects in the pipeline that are potentially competitive and
can duplicate the walkable urban environment of downtown Idaho Falls.

•

In the short term, to win market acceptance, achieve healthy absorption, obtain the necessary price premiums
over the suburbs, and create economic feasibility, downtown housing in Idaho Falls will strongly favor rental
apartments over condominiums.

DOWNTOWN DESIGN GUIDELINES
The central purpose of the Idaho Falls Downtown Design Guidelines is to maintain and enhance the community’s
unique downtown architecture while accommodating new development initiatives. The study area for this document
is bounded by G Street to the north, Memorial Drive to the west, Eastern Idaho Railroad to the south and Yellowstone
Highway to the east.
The Downtown Idaho Falls Design Guidelines were developed by the City of Idaho Falls Planning Department with
input from steering committees to help represent various sectors’ needs during the development of these guidelines.
Two different public input sessions were held to make sure that the community’s concerns were addressed in
establishing these guidelines. Urban Development Services, a technical service provider to the City of Idaho Falls
Planning Department, assisted the steering committee, facilitated a production process, provided consultation, and
edited the drafts and final document. Although these guidelines were never formally adopted by the City they have
served as a valuable resource for developers in the downtown area.
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COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
The Comprehensive Plan is an adopted document that proposes a direction, to guide the future growth of our City.
The policies and goals of the Comprehensive Plan are based on the comments received from the residents of the City
of Idaho Falls over years of citizen participation programs. The downtown is identified as a priority throughout the
Comprehensive Plan Purpose Statement:
“An active, vital downtown – an attraction for resident and tourist with historic character, community events…”
Downtown Section
•

Encourage the development of downtown Idaho Falls as a cultural center;

•

Identify the market niche for downtown;

•

Structure revitalization efforts to use the Main Street approach for downtown;

•

Complete the projects recommended by the 2006 an urban design study for the downtown;

•

Investigate funding alternatives for historic restoration and commercial redevelopment;

•

Encourage the reuse of second floor space for offices or residences;

•

Develop parking alternatives for downtown.

Growth and Development Section
•

“Our downtown can be an exciting collection of interesting shops, busy offices, public spaces and walks, or it
can be a hodgepodge of deteriorating structures, parking areas and vacant retail fronts, unfriendly and cold to
passers-by.”

Commercial Development Section
•

Form partnerships with private investors to redevelop vacant or deteriorating commercial areas within Idaho Falls.
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1.2 MARKET ANALYSIS

DEMOGRAPHICS
•
•

RETAIL GAPS

The population is growing mildly
The population is young; the median age for the
Idaho Falls area is 33.9 years old, whereas the
national median age is 38 years old

• A retail gap quantifies the difference between
the market demand and the actual supply.
Currently there are a few retail sectors in the
downtown area and are not meeting demand.
For example, Department Stores, Clothing and
Accessories Stores, and Dining Establishments
are listed as industry sectors in demand for
downtown.

PARTICIPATION
TRENDS
•
•

HEALTH TRENDS

These events could be key drivers for both
community wellness and economic impact.
Trails, bike lanes and the Snake River could be
utilized for connectivity and creative adventure
races as the popularity of these events continues
to grow.

There are many opportunities in the area that are
listed as positive attributes for healthy living. To
improve the overall health of the downtown area
(physical and social), the following should be considered:
• Access to outdoor spaces
• Programs, events, meet-ups, etc. to socialize and
build a sense of community

DEMOGRAPHICS
Tapestry segmentation is a way to classify groups based on their socioeconomic and demographic
compositions. This helps to better understand lifestyles and life stages in the larger population. The
top five Tapestry Segments for the downtown area area as follows:
20.90%

11.20%

Set to Impress Green Acres

What do they
have in common?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

10.30%

Rustbelt Traditions

6.40%

Soccer Moms

Enjoy outdoor activities
Primarily white collar jobs
Couples (married or unmarried)
Comfortable with latest technology
Conscious about their community and environment
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6.00%

Bright Young
Professionals

MARKET ANALYSIS RECOMMENDATIONS
Set to Impress (20.9% of households)
•
•
Set to Impress

•
•
•

Single-person households make up over 40% of all households and found most
in urban areas but also in suburbs.
Unemployment is higher, although most are still in college, and live in areas
where it is easy to walk or bike to work.
Leisure activities include going to rock concerts, night clubs, and the zoo and are
very comfortable with the latest technology.
Nearly one in three residents are 20-34 years old and live in apartment complexes
that are multiple multi-unit structures.
With a median household income of $29,000; they are always looking for a good
deal and will stock up when the price is right.

Green Acres (11.2% of households)
•
•
Green Acres

Green Acres

•
•
•

An older market (median age 43.0) who are married couples and most with no
children.
Sixty percent (60%) of residents are college educated with a median household
income of $72,000 and are avid do-it-yourselfers.
Residents enjoy outdoor activities such as hunting and fishing, motorcycling,
hiking, camping, and golf.
Use technology as a tool more than a trend such as online banking or paying bills
online, they are also cautious consumers focused on quality and durability.
Residents are active in their communities and participate in a variety of social
organizations from fraternal orders to veterans’ club.

Rustbelt Traditions (10.3% of households)
•
•
Rustbelt Traditions

Rustbelt Traditions

•
•
•

Work force is primary white collar with a higher concentration of skilled worker in
manufacturing, retail trade and health care.
Residents are family oriented and value spending time at home – most have lived
and worked in the same area for years.
Budget aware shoppers that favor American made products.
Activities include reading the newspaper, watching TV, online gaming, and
listening to rock stations.
Most residents live in modest, singly-family homes in older neighborhoods
and have an average household size of 2.46 and median household income of
$49,000.

Soccer Moms (6.4% of households)
•
•
Soccer Moms

•
•
•

Are affluent, family-oriented market who prefer living in the suburban areas over
living in the city.
Most households are married couples with children, with median age of 36.6 and
median household income of $84,000.
Most households have at least 2 vehicles with longer commutes into the city for
work and a high labor for participation rate.
Outdoor activities and sports are characteristic of life in the suburban, such as
bicycling, jogging, golfing, boating, and target shooting.
Carry a high level of debt, including first and second mortgages and auto loans.

Bright Young Professionals (6.0% of households)
•
•
Bright Young
Professionals

•
•
•

Married or unmarried couples living in single family and multi-unit homes on
the outskirts of large metropolitan cities with median age of 32.2 and median
household income of $50,000.
Young, educated, and diverse white-collar working professionals with a mix of
food service and part-time jobs among college students within the group.
Consumers up on the latest technology and get most of their information from
the internet.
Leisure activities include going to bars/night clubs, attending concerts, going
to the zoo, renting movies, and participating in variety of sports (backpacking,
basketball, football, bowling, Pilates, weight lifting, and yoga)
Concern for the environment impacts their purchasing decisions.
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2.0 DOWNTOWN VISION
The vision for downtown Idaho Falls is expressed in Four Key Initiatives with accompanying gaps analysis and
catalytic projects; Place Type forms describing the Downtown District with subdistricts; and Market Analysis
Recommendations to assist in realizing the vision.

2.1 FOUR KEY INITIATIVES
Several themes emerged from the project tour, charrette, and focus groups held on Oct 17th and 18th, 2016.
Additional themes came from the market analysis report and existing plan summary matrix. These themes were
grouped into four key initiatives of Urban Design, Tactical Urbanism, Market & Housing, and Transportation,
Linkages, and Mobility. The diagram below illustrates how the key initiates, themes, and goals and objective
statements are organized on the following page. Each key initiative is supported by vision themes. The goals
and objectives statements provide an explanation of how the theme may be implemented to complete the
initiative.
In some cases catalytic projects will be the implementation strategy. Catalytic projects are projects sponsored
by the City and privately developed projects that support the initiatives and themes Other strategies may be
the development of new programs, such as the introduction of events. Additional implementation will be the
adoption of the Idaho Falls downtown form based code. The adopted form based code will be the regulatory
mechanism for project implementation.

THEME
Goals & Objectives
Statements

Goals & Objectives
Statements

KEY INITIATIVE
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ARCHITECTURE
STREETSCAPE
Consistent lighting
and streetscape
needed across all
blocks downtown.
Develop plan to allow
logical upgrades to
increase perception
of quality and safety.

Consider
pedestrian scale
street lights,
upgraded
landscaping,
and safety
upgrades.

Encourage street
level awnings,
marquees and
blade signs.
Encourage glass
store fronts.

Encourage views,
dining, amenities
in projects that can
interface with river.
Terrace dining for
example.

KEY INITIATIVE: URBAN DESIGN

BOUNDARIES

HISTORIC FOCUS
Assets are too spread out
across the downtown.
Focus efforts on one key
street to allow visitors
to come to one well
preserved place.

Encourage
architectural
diversity, but
respect historic
roots.

Constitution was the key
street historically, train
depot at one end and
courthouse at the other.
Rebuild this street and
modify middle street
parking, perhaps test with
tactical urbanism.

Planning area refocused to exclude
development patterns different
than typical of downtown.
Area west of Yellowstone HWY
and south of Cliff St. removed.
Boundary extended to center of
river.

PLACEMAKING
Create Civic Plaza/Pop
Up Events.

Focus on
gateways into
town, to draw
people into
interior of blocks.

Create catalytic spaces
to draw individuals into
downtown, and more
frontage for private
development. Improve
Civitan Plaza.

Allow 4 to 5 story
buildings in downtown
to generate critical
mass.

KEY INITIATIVE:
TACTICAL URBANISM

PEDESTRIAN AREAS

STREETSCAPE/LANDSCAPE
Consider temporary
enhancements for key streets
and alleys. For example, test
reconfiguration of parts of
Constitution and an Alley to
add landscape improvements.

Consider temporary
enhancements for
streets identified for
temporary closures.

Consider temporary landscape
improvements to test
effectiveness and improve
pedestrian environment.
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Expand the Saturday Farmer’s Market
on Memorial street to create a
pedestrian mall for local shops. Bring
merchandise out to the street.

DOWNTOWN VISION: KEY INITIATIVES

MARKET
Estimated current
short term demand for
downtown housing is
217 owner occupied
and 238 rental
occupied.

Current ratio of
resident to jobs is
1:14.4, should be
1:3.3 as per peer
case studies

Return on investment
however may be
challenging without
public assistance to cover
gaps. See study for further
details/facts/assumptions.

KEY INITIATIVE:
MARKET & HOUSING

HOUSING
Downtown needs to be a
distinct area to separate itself
from competing districts
in the City (restaurants and
shops that support dominant
tapestry groups).

“Set to Impress” and “Bright Young
Professionals” are two of the top five
tapestry segments in Idaho Falls. At
rates much higher than national
average, these groups are more likely
to contribute to the downtown area,
and are attracted to high tech, the
outdoors, and environmental causes.

Idaho Falls has a young
population as compared to
national averages. This is
good for downtown as this
demographic is more likely to
live downtown.

CIRCULATION
The alleys currently
have H Frame’s over
to carry power.
Rebuild these or bury
them.

RECREATION
Expand recreation/interface
with River.

Consider making the
Alley a key pedestrian
way rather than
repurposing streets.

KEY INITIATIVE: TRANSPORTATION,
LINKAGES, & MOBILITY

Consider
bike network
enhancements,
especially those that
may pull trail users
into downtown from
all directions.

Extend greenbelt into the
interior streets somehow. Get
people on the the Riverwalk to
walk into the interior streets.
There are a lots of people in
hotels across the river that are
not coming across the bridge and
into interior.
Park, linked to The Riverwalk,
as a civic space downtown.
This would support housing.

PARKING
Signage improvements
for existing public stalls.
For example, Marriott has
them along the Riverwalk
side of their property on
west side of the river.
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Long term
shared parking
structure.

Improve use of
off site parking
lots by adding
shade/cover for
heat/snow.

DOWNTOWN VISION: CATALYTIC PROJECTS INTRODUCTION

2.2 CATALYTIC PROJECTS
The following recommendations have been developed subsequent to input from the project steering committee,
meetings with stakeholders, and review in a public workshop. These will be detailed in the Idaho Falls Downtown
Master Plan as part of the vision and strategies for implementation in Part 1 of the plan. Part 2, Form Based Code, will
include additional strategies to implement the vision.
Tactical urbanism is a term used to describe a single and/or collection of lower-cost temporary urban planning or
transportation strategies. The changes are temporary because they are implemented by utilizing methods to test
the effect of the strategy prior to a permanent change to the built environment. The strategies are selected with the
intent to improve the urban environment for users. In Idaho Falls the strategies that have been chosen are outlined
as short term catalytic projects designed to improve the urban environment as part of the overall downtown vision.
For example, painting an underutilized parking lot may allow the City to test festival spaces prior to constructing a
permanent civic plaza. While the civic plaza may be a long term strategy to catalyze private investment in housing,
the temporary plaza may allow the City to determine if one of a number of places may be a better fit.

LONG TERM STRATEGIES: CAPITAL FUNDING
• New City Recreation Center,
• Parking Structure
• Pedestrian Bridge across river

MEDIUM TERM STRATEGIES: CAPITAL FUNDING + ADMINISTRATION/PROGRAMING
• Bonneville Hotel Redevelopment
• Kelsch Block/Gateway to Downtown Redevelopment
• Street/Sidewalk Reconstruction (Constitution and/or B Street)

þþ Rebuild Constitution as a Boulevard.
þþ Rebuild B Street with on-street bike facilities to allow connection to the Riverwalk and
greater recreation system.
þþ Rebuild Alley(s) as pedestrian ways

• Intersection Reconstruction
þþ Constitution and Park

þþ B street and Park (Associated W/Civitan Plaza)

• Plaza Development

þþ Civitan Plaza reconstruction/Stage reconfiguration with Intersection & Street
enhancements for events (for example, lights over intersection to create event space)
þþ Construct Urban Plaza in northern blocks

•
•
•
•

Crossings at Yellowstone
Implement new funding sources/tools
Add a public parking way finding component to downtown’s way finding program
Signal timing
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SHORT TERM STRATEGIES: TACTICAL URBANISM + ADMINISTRATION/PROGRAMMING
• Temporary Plaza
• Intersection Reconfiguration
þþ Constitution and Park
þþ B street and Park

• Street Reconfiguration

þþ Constitution
þþ B Street
þþ Reconfigure alley as pedestrian way

• Temporary Sidewalk Reconfiguration/Restaurant Dining
• Temporary Street Closure
þþ Park Street

• Programmatic Improvements

þþ Farmer’s Market moved to Memorial Drive as a first step
þþ Additional summer/winter events
þþ Centrally coordinated snow removal in the business district (improve walkability)

• Adopt Form Based Code
• Implement new funding sources/tools
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PROJECT

Temporary Plaza

Project Type

Short Term

Cost

Low

Key Initiatives

Urban Design

Tactical Urban

Market & Housing
Companion Projects

Programmatic: Additional Summer/
Winter Events,
Bonneville Hotel Redevelopment

Consider closing a parking lot to create space to test public events. The
closure could be short term, for a weekend or longer term, for the summer
months. The space made available could be used by tenants to display
goods, by food trucks at a festival event, or as public plaza space. Temporary
improvements may include painting the pavement with bright colors,
installing temporary lighting and planters, and temporary seating. The
project regulating plan suggests parking lots that may be a good candidate
for these improvements. Civic spaces may also enhance the marketability of
adjacent parcels for housing developments.

PROJECT

Intersection Reconfiguration

Project Type

Short Term, Operating Fun

Cost

Low/Medium

Key Initiatives

Urban Design

Companion Projects

Street Reconfiguration,
Bonneville Redevelopment

Tactical Urban

The intersection of streets are key locations for enhancements to the urban
environment. Sidewalk bulb-outs for example provide additional space for
aesthetic upgrades and shorten the crossing of streets for pedestrian. These,
with planters, are already found at many intersections in downtown. The
intersection of Constitution and Park Street is a location where new bulbouts may be tested with flexible delineators, temporary planters and other
aesthetic upgrades. Additional improvements such as parklets, enhanced
seating, planters and festival string lighting may also be tested here and at
other locations. B Street and Park Street is a candidate for other temporary
upgrades to support the plaza and stage. Short term reconfiguration may be
temporary, allowing measured review prior to commitment of capital funds.
Other intersections may be tested prior to permanent improvements.

PROJECT

Parklets

Project Type

Short Term

Cost

Low

Key Initiatives

Urban Design

Companion Projects

Street Reconfiguration

Tactical Urban

Create dedicated spots for parklets that allow businesses and shops
to utilize the streetscape for dining and other activities. Parklets
temporarily use small portions of on-street parking and make them
available for outdoor seating making them ideal for restaurants and
niche businesses. Parklets provide flexibility for business owners
and enhance the quality of the street for pedestrians.
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PROJECT

Temporary Plaza

Project Type

Short Term/Tactical, Operating
Funds

Cost

Low

Key Initiatives

Tactical Urbanism

Companion Projects

Programmatic: Additional Summer/
Winter Events

To host an expansion of the farmer’s market and the hosting of
other festivals, the temporary closure of a street may be considered
to increase interactions between merchants and customers. The
street may be closed for a short time (over a weekend) with
temporary barricades. Slightly longer closures may be tested for
a few days and include addition of movable planters, temporary
lighting, and temporary furnishings. Long term closure is not
recommended however unless continuing testing concludes strong
positive results.

PROJECT

Programmatic Improvements

Project Type

Short Term/Tactical, Operating
Funds

Cost

Low

Key Initiatives

Tactical Urbanism

Companion Projects

Temporary Street Closure,
Temporary Plaza

Additional summer/winter events
Centrally coordinated snow removal in the business district
(improve walkability)

PROJECT
Project Type

Short Term/Permanent, Administrative

Cost

Low
LE
MI

CORE C

S
DIU
RA

GEN C
MF C

Tactical Urbanism Market & Housing
Temporary Plaza, Temporary Street
Closure

QU
AR
T

S
DIU
RA

The form based code that has been written for the downtown
supports multiple project objectives. For new developments, the
code requires urban design enhancements to public spaces. The
code also requires new development to be sympathetic to the
existing historic core while increasing off street parking. Mixed use
development is recommended. The code itself encourages private
development by streamlining the development process.

LE
MI

Companion Projects

Transportation

ER

ER

Key Initiatives

Urban Design

QU
AR
T

Adopt Form Based Code

12- State Street
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PROJECT

Historic Building Restoration
Guidance

Project Type

Short Term, Operating Funds

Cost

Low

Key Initiatives
Companion Projects

Urban Design

Transportation

Tactical Urbanism Market & Housing
Temporary Plaza, Temporary Street
Closure, Programmatic Projects

Idaho Falls to develop an informational cut sheet that outlines
the common code requirements associated with redevelopment
of an existing building. Cut sheet would direct business owners to
professional resources to determine the appropriate course of action
prior to remodeling or application for permitting.

PROJECT

Implement New Funding Sources/
Tools

Project Type

Short Term/Temporary, Administrative

Cost

Low/Medium

Key Initiatives
Companion Projects

Urban Design

Transportation

Tactical Urbanism Market & Housing
Temporary Plaza, Temporary Street
Closure, Programmatic Projects

Funding of short term projects and temporary upgrades may
be provided from a variety of sources on an as-needed basis.
Supporting all project objectives, funding may come from the
operating budgets of various departments or agencies or through
grant requests. Refer to Implementation Section, Part 3, for more
information.

PROJECT

Implement Dedicated Funding
Sources/Tools

Project Type

Long Term/Permanent, Administrative

Cost

Medium/High

Key Initiatives
Companion Projects

Urban Design

Transportation

Tactical Urbanism Market & Housing
Intersection Reconstruction

Funding of long term project and long term upgrades may be
provided from a variety of sources through regular budget and
grant funding cycles. Supporting all project objectives, funding
may come as specific capital funding from the City Council to
various departments or agencies or through grant requests. Refer to
Implementation Section, Part 3, for more information.
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PROJECT

Bonneville Hotel Redevelopment

Project Type

Medium Term/Permanent, Capital
Funds

Cost

High

Key Initiatives

Market & Housing

Companion Projects

Street/Sidewalk/Plaza Reconfiguration
or Reconstruction

As outlined by the Idaho Falls Redevelopment Agency, this project
will result in the rehabilitation of the Historic Bonneville Hotel. As
a large scale long term catalytic project, extensive funding and will
be required. Coupled with temporary or long term improvements
to the public right of way, this project may increase activity in the
area and support increased development in the future.

PROJECT

Kelsch Block/Gateway to
Downtown

Project Type

Medium Term/Permanent,
Construction

Cost

Low

Key Initiatives

Urban Design

Companion Projects

Street/Sidewalk/Plaza Reconfiguration
or Reconstruction

Market & Housing

A privately developed project at the intersection of Memorial and
Broadway, when complete this mixed use housing project will
remove a largely vacant parcel from the gateway to the City. The
project is organized around a central public plaza with structured
parking.

PROJECT

Street Planters Repair/
Reconstruction

Project Type

Medium Term, Capital

Cost

Low/Medium

Key Initiatives

Urban Design

Companion Projects

Intersection Reconstruction

Idaho Falls currently has concrete planters throughout downtown.
However, many of these planters have fallen into disrepair.
Reconstruction and repair of the planters will help improve the
visual quality of the streetscape. Plants in the planters also need
updating. For easier maintenance, self-watering planters and
hanging baskets can be added to the streetscape.
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PROJECT

Street/Sidewalk Reconstruction/
Restaurant Dining

Project Type

Medium Term, Capital

Cost

Medium/High

Key Initiatives

Urban Design

Companion Projects

Intersection Reconstruction

Reconfigure Constitution as a boulevard with wide sidewalks with
room for outdoor dining, street trees, and parking with a planted
median down the center of the street.

PROJECT

Intersection Reconstruction

Project Type

Medium Term, Capital

Cost

Medium/High

Key Initiatives

Urban Design

Companion Projects

Street Reconstruction

Temporary upgrades as tested at two intersections (Constitution &
Park Street, B Street and Park Street) may be made permanent at
this and other intersections across downtown. This may include the
addition or enhancement of sidewalk bulb-outs with planters, new
street and traffic lighting, overhead festival lighting, furnishings,
landscaping, and outdoor dining opportunities. Outdoor dining,
parklets, and enhanced planters may result in geometric changes
to streets and parking. The introduction of upgraded materials in
streets and sidewalks may also be considered.

PROJECT

Plaza Development

Project Type

Medium Term, Capital

Cost

Medium/High

Key Initiatives

Urban Design

Companion Projects

Intersection Reconstruction, New
Recreation Center

Civitan Plaza reconstruction/Stage reconfiguration with
intersection and street enhancements for events (for example, lights
over intersection to create event space). Construct a new Urban
Plaza in northern blocks of Downtown.
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PROJECT

Way Finding Enhancements

Project Type

Medium Term, Capital

Cost

Medium

Key Initiatives

Urban Design

Companion Projects

Street Reconstruction

Transportation

Create a way finding plan to provide people clear, easy to find
information on knowing where they are an how to get to their
desired location. Use a cohesive sign design that fits within the
urban design of the streetscape.

PROJECT

Signal Timing

Project Type

Medium Term, Capital

Cost

Medium

Key Initiatives

Urban Design

Companion Projects

Street Reconstruction

Transportation

Analyze signal timing and make best practice adjustments to
optimize signal coordination with the goal of enhancing traffic flow,
reducing delay and minimizing pollution.

PROJECT

New City Recreation Center

Project Type

Long Term, Capital

Cost

High

Key Initiatives

Urban Design

Companion Projects

Plaza Development

Market & Housing

Construct a city recreation center or reuse the existing rec center to
provide opportunities for a variety of health, wellness, and fitness
opportunities. The recreation center can function as a central
anchor to draw other businesses downtown. It could also function
as a social gathering area -‘third place’- to provide people a place to
gather outside of home and work.
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PROJECT

New City Recreation Center

Project Type

Long Term, Capital

Cost

High

Key Initiatives

Urban Design

Companion Projects

Plaza Development

Market & Housing

Construct a parking structure for a “park once” approach that
allows people to park once and visit multiple downtown locations.
The parking structure can also be used as a shared parking structure
for county offices and other employers in the downtown district.

PROJECT

Pedestrian Bridge

Project Type

Long Term, Capital

Cost

High

Key Initiatives
Companion Projects

Urban Design

Transportation

Market & Housing
Way Finding Enhancements

Construct a pedestrian bridge across the Snake River to allow
people to easily access destinations on either side of the river.
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3.2 CATALYTIC PROGRAMS
Catalytic programs that compliment and integrate with catalytic projects are described below. Program
suggestions are focused on supporting downtown vitalization in nine areas:

1. Activate downtown through:
A. Increasing and strategically locating programming
B. Creating inviting streetscapes
C. Programming that supports multi-model circulation options
D. Testing potential capital investments through tactical urbanism approach
E. Connecting the downtown to other magnet/hub locations in Idaho Falls

2. Redevelop downtown by:

A. Implementing a form-based code
B. Using programming to develop a mix of downtown housing types
C. Increasing ability of the City, local businesses and other partners to utilize redevelopment programs and increase investments downtown
D. Directing and incentivizing parking in key locations

3. Strengthen organizational supports for downtown, such as:

E. Maintain and grow an active, diverse group of “downtown champions” who operate in a coordinated way, to implement the downtown
plan
F. Develop marketing strategies for downtown.

1. Activate downtown

A. Increase and strategically locate programmi

A. Increase and strategically locate programming
Location-specific activations:
• Farmer’s Market – The market has been relocated to Memorial Drive as a first step. Expand to draw more attendees and
patrons toward existing businesses by stretching vendors along the street rather than concentrating the market in a single
parking lot. Encourage street artists and children’s activities to integrate with vendor stalls.
• Civitan Plaza and intersection of Park and B – Expand programming at Civitan Plaza, in conjunction with tactical urbanism
investments (see below/tactical urbanism projects). In particular, extend plaza use into weekends and spring and fall
seasons.
• Kelsch Project - Encourage project to include the proposed plaza and water feature.
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Programs to support activation:
• Special events – Continue existing programs such as summer concert series and winter holiday
events. Continue to develop a robust annual calendar of events for downtown. City could support
events by purchasing and storing materials such as movable seating, inflatables, and movable play
equipment.
• Focus activation – invest in programming on streets/small sections that already have good street
character and a concentration of existing businesses. Establish programming in these areas and
reconfigure/grow programming, over time, to extend into more marginal areas.
• Encourage citizen programming – Provide information to arts and cultural organizations and
street artists – for example, musicians, balloon animal artists, chalk artists, dance groups, children’s
performance groups – on where to locate and how to set up. Consider designating an “art alley” to
provide a safe, comfortable location for artists to set up and for passers-by to watch and interact
with artists. Establish a funding program to support temporary art installations and “pop-up” art.
Coordinate events with existing First Thursday Gallery Walk
• Provide a variety of itinerary or temporary food and drink options – Review downtown code and
ordinances and, as needed, revise them to allow and encourage food carts and food trucks; “21-andover” alcohol areas and non-alcohol areas for special events and sidewalk cafes.

B. Create inviting streetscapes
• Facades – Continue façade improvement program. Consider need to revise sign/awning
requirements or design review process to align with form-based code.
• Test sidewalk redesign – Use tactical urbanism programming to widen and temporarily redesign
sidewalks in key areas (see below/list of tactical urbanism projects).
• Encourage sidewalk cafés – Review downtown code and ordinances and, as needed, revise them
to allow and encourage sidewalk cafes. Develop a seed funding program and/or provide technical
support for businesses interested in investing in sidewalk cafes.
• Increase shade and greenery downtown – through seasonal awning and shade structure incentives
or requirements, a program to systematically develop the downtown urban canopy, supporting and
encouraging business-based greenery and planters with a consistent look-and-feel, involving local
gardeners and landscapers in designing and developing urban gardens and reviewing downtown
code and ordinances and, as needed, revise them to allow and encourage urban agriculture, support
development of a downtown community garden. Consider how stormwater management might be
integrated into street design to increase downtown vegetation.
• Increase and/or strategically relocate public seating downtown.
• Increase investment in public art – Review downtown code and ordinances and, as needed,
revise them to allow and encourage murals and public art, and possibly require art elements be
incorporated into building design when new development occurs. Develop a seed funding program
for local artists. Provide technical support for property owners interested in having a mural or public
art on their building or property.
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C. Programming that supports multi-model circulation options
• Develop needed bike/ped infrastructure downtown – focus in particular on creating a “low stress” bike
network to, from and around downtown, building on the existing downtown River Walk (http://transweb.sjsu.edu/PDFs/research/1005-low-stress-bicycling-network-connectivity.pdf ).
• Critical mass awareness rides and bike ambassador programs – allow local bike and Safe Routes to
School groups to organize critical mass rides or promote other programs that raise awareness of bike
safety and the downtown bike network.
• Downtown transportation – Consider ways to make it easy for people, especially visitors going between
hotels and downtown and patrons and workers going between parking lots and offices and stores, to
move around downtown. This could be accomplished through a variety of options such as welcoming
sidewalks, pedestrian bridge across the river, circulator bus or street car shuttle, bike share and car
share programs.
• Creative crosswalks – Establish a “creative crosswalks” program, which could include a collaboration between local school classes and artists to submit crosswalk designs, annually, for featuring at downtown
intersections.

D.

Test potential capital investments through tactical urbanism approach

Spring/Summer/Fall programming at Civitan Plaza/intersection of Park and B
• Temporarily reconfigure Civitan Plaza to allow better interaction with and utilization of the streets and
intersection by moving the stage to the back corner of the plaza
• Paint intersection to simulate plaza space
• Incorporate festival lighting and/or hanging banners over intersection
• Allow and encourage sidewalk café seating
• Design temporary landscaping and buffers (such as planter boxes or hay bales) to extend the sidewalk
area into the streets
• Consider temporarily closing streets in all directions within 1-block of the intersection and diverting
traffic around the street
• Utilize techniques, as appropriate, described in “activation” section, above.
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E.

Connect the downtown to other magnet/hub locations in Idaho Falls

Ongoing planning efforts across the City of Idaho Falls can have a positive impact on the downtown area.
In coordination with the Connecting Your Community Plan, Parks & Rec Master Plan, and other planning
efforts, the City shall seek to make positive connections to downtown. This connections may be physical,
such as extensions of trails. However, other connections may be programmatic and could include programs
that generate interest in the City overall.

2.

Redevelop downtown

See Section 3.4 and 3.5 for additional information pertaining to redevelopment
A. Implement a form-based code
B. Use programming to develop a mix of downtown housing types
C. Increase ability of the City, local businesses and other partners to utilize redevelopment programs and increase
investments downtown
D. Direct and incentivize parking in key locations

3.

Strengthen organizational supports for downtown

See Section 3.8 for additional information pertaining to additional supports for downtown
A. Maintain and grow an active, diverse group of “downtown champions” who operate in a coordinated way, over time,
to implement the downtown master plan
B. Develop a marketing strategy for downtown
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2.4 PLACE TYPE
PLACE TYPE INTRODUCTION

Idaho Falls is a beautiful and regionally significant city. As the largest city in the region, it is a regional destination
for shopping and business. Its proximity to Teton and Yellowstone National Parks means that visitors from
around the world stop in Idaho Falls on the way to these national parks. The goal is create downtown Idaho
Falls as an attractive place that draws locals and out-of-town visitors alike to patronize local businesses. To best
achieve this goal, the Urban Center Place Type was chosen for the form based code.
The Urban Center Place Type is intended for use in the fairly intensive centers of activity, particularly downtowns
of regionally important cities such as Idaho Falls. This place type allows for a range of building intensity and a
wide mix of uses, and is served by one or more modes of transit. The Urban Center Place Type typically includes
some lower intensity edges along with two or more intersecting Primary Street mixed use corridors with ground
floor commercial uses and office or residential uses in upper stories. Stoop buildings typically surround these
corridors, housing multiple family units or offices, including row type housing or live work units.

DISTRICT INTRODUCTION

The following districts are hereby created to regulate the location of distinct mixes of building forms and uses
permitted within the Downtown District. The building types and scales vary by each district to create distinct
and recognizable characteristics between each district.

1. Core Subdistricts.

The Core Subdistricts are defined to support a vibrant Urban Center and encourages a mix of retail shops,
workplaces, and housing opportunities. The building types and scales vary by each subdistrict to create distinct
and recognizable characteristics between each subdistrict.
(1) Core A Mixed Use Development Subdistrict

The “Core A” Subdistrict is a mixed-use, higher intensity development subdistrict. This subdistrict will
form the geographic center of an urban center district. Buildings should have active retail storefronts
or street level residential entries with glass windows on the main floor. Upper stories of the buildings
may be used for working and living. Uses may also be mixed horizontally or vertically Placement of
new buildings should be close to the street similar. This area emphasizes and promotes walkability and
pedestrian accessibility through a “Park Once and Walk” policy. A mix of heights are allowed.

2. General Subdistricts.

The “General A” Multi-Purpose Mixed Use Subdistrict is targeted as a redevelopment area. This area does not
have a significant historic features, but may be directly adjacent to areas of significant historic value and/or
significant contributions to the urban center. Low density large parcel developments exist that are supportive
of the Urban Center. Redevelopment of these parcels may include higher density mixed use developments, but
may also include medium and lower density mixes of uses. Mid scale shop buildings may also be developed.
Placement of buildings in this subdistrict should define a street wall. Like the Core Subdistricts, walkability is also
emphasized in this district through a “Park Once and Walk” policy.
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3. Edge Subdistricts.

The purpose of the edge subdistricts is to provide a transition between the Core and General Subdistricts and
adjacent open space, residential or alternative place type districts. The level of intensity varies between Edge A,
B and C subdistricts.
(1) Edge A Subdistrict
The “Edge A” Subdistrict acts primarily as transition area between linear open space amenities (such as
the Riverwalk) and core/general subdistricts. The Edge subdistricts offer a variety of retail and mixed-use
establishments oriented to the linear open space and designed to draw people in towards the core. Housing is
encouraged as the adjacent open space may be an amenity to residents.
(2) Edge B Subdistrict
The “Edge B” Subdistrict acts primarily as a transition between highway corridors and core/general subdistricts.
This subdistrict provides a mix of retail and mixed-use establishments oriented to the highway corridor.
Somewhat lower development intensity may be appropriate to accommodate increased requirements
associated with highway frontage.
(3) Edge C Subdistrict
The “Edge C” Subdistrict provides an important transition between Core subdistricts and existing established
single family residential areas. Mixed-use development is lower in intensity. Single use developments such as
townhomes are permitted.

4. Specialty Subdistricts.

Specialty subdistricts define areas that are unique and not likely to be repeated elsewhere in Idaho Falls.
(1). Historic Core
The “Historic Core” subdistrict intends to preserve and restore historic buildings located in downtown Idaho
Falls. This subdistrict is the geographical center of an urban center district, and more specifically, the historic
core of the Idaho Falls downtown area. Buildings in this subdistrict should have active storefront uses on the
ground level. Upper stories may be utilized for working and living. Uses may also be mixed horizontally or
vertically. Similar to Core A, walkability and pedestrian connections will be a key component of the subdistrict.
New buildings will be compatible in form to existing buildings.
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DRAFT REGULATING PLAN
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Figure 3.1. Urban Center Place Type and Subdistricts Regulating Map.
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Use Redevelopment
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3.0 SOUTH DOWNTOWN 		
VISION
3.1 THREE KEY INITIATIVES
A range of information and recommendations were gathered regarding South Downtown as a result of past
studies, the South Downtown Steering Committee, and the design charrette. Analyzing this information
revealed trends that were able to be organized into three Key Initiatives: Connectivity, Economic Conditions,
and Urban Design. Each of these initiatives represents broad and important considerations which should guide
the development of South Downtown and inform the plan. All of the initiatives are broken down into specific
objectives explaining how each initiative might be implemented.

THEME
Goals & Objectives
Statements

Goals & Objectives
Statements

KEY INITIATIVE
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Multi-Modal Transit

Walkability
1.
2.
3.

Provide conditions for safe pedestrian
commutes.
Improve infrastructure in the area such
as sidewalks and crosswalks.
Enable pedestrians
to walk safely and
confidently through
South Downtown.

1.
2.

Facilitate and encourage diverse
commuting types.
Reduce car-centric development.

Key Initiative:

Connectivity
Roads & Sidewalks
1.
2.

Improve the existing South Downtown infrastructure.
Reinvest in roads and sidewalks to provide conditions
for growth.

CONNECTIVITY

The City of Idaho Falls has taken strides toward
encouraging and facilitating connectivity. For
example, the redevelopment of Memorial Drive has
opened the Riverwalk to the public and brought more
business to Downtown Idaho Falls. Similarly this type
of reconstruction and design could be implemented
along S. Capitial Drive.
Connectivity affords mobility and accessibility;
allowing individuals to confidently navigate the
entirety of the community without dependence
on one form of transportation. Complementing
development while allowing locals and tourists to
explore Idaho Falls.

Memorial Drive Improvement Project

S. Capital Drive
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Housing
1.
2.

Market Drivers
1.

Create and maintain housing affordability in South
Downtown.
Support a range of housing types including homes
and apartments.

2.

Understand growth is coming and guide it in a
positive direction.
Utilize the area’s amenities to fulfill its full market
and growth potential.

Key Initiative:

Economic Conditions

Business Operation
1.
2.
3.

Facilitate the growth of local and new business in the area.
Use the existing Building stock to foster the creation of niche
businesses which distinguish South Downtown.
Use policies which aid in development such as TIF and BID.

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

Idaho Falls has enjoyed steady economic and population
growth during the last decade. Steady investment
combined with guidance from the Downtown Plan and
Form Based Code the downtown has already improved.
South Downtown is prime for reinvestment due to
its excellent location and access to amenities like the
Riverwalk. Influencing future development to the
communities desires, as seen in Downtown, is a locally
proven model for success which should be pursued in the
district.

Redevelopment of the Bonneville Hotel

The old creamery builiding is prime for
redevelopment
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Distinct District Character
1.
2.

Utilize the area’s proximity to amenities to create a unique
space in Idaho Falls for the community to enjoy.
Create new development which respects and complements
existing features.

Key Initiative:

Urban Design
Historic Character
1.

Design Elements

Respect and preserve the historic character of
the area and provide tools which inform the
public of it.

1.

Use the natural elevation, industrial
building stock, and other area specific
elements to make it stand out.

URBAN DESIGN

South Downtown is home to some of the oldest
residences in Idaho Falls and encompasses the original
Eagle Rock townsite. An important aspect of this plan
is to respect and enhance the existing urban design of
the community.
Successful implementation means preserving these
structures while giving owners the flexibility to use
them in a changing community. Utilizing a formbased code enables a community vision to take shape
and helps preserve the history of this area for the
future.

Cliff Street commercial center
Historic residences along Lava Street
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3.2 CATALYTIC PROJECTS
Catalytic projects serve as an implementation strategy for South Downtown’s Key Initiatives. Catalytic projects may
be sponsored by the City or private entities and aid in creating positive development for the district by spurring
development. Some include the introduction of new programs helping draw attention and activity to the City Core
by fostering community involvement. The South Downtown form-based code will facilitate this community vision
through the creation of an inviting urban form which locals desire.
SHORT TERM CATALYTIC PROJECTS

PROJECTS:
1. Historic Tours
2. Adopt a Form Based Code
3. Neighborhood Organization
4. Riverwalk Activities
MEDIUM TERM CATALYTIC PROJECTS

PROJECTS:
1. Facade Improvements
2. Parklets
3. Festive Streets
4. Pedestrian Crossings
LONG TERM CATALYTIC PROJECTS

PROJECTS:
1. Pedestrian Plaza
2. South Capital Street Diet
3. Capital Project Funding
4. Rail Trail

PROJECT

Riverwalk Activities

Project Type

Short Term

Cost

Low/Medium

Key Initiatives

Urban Design

Companion Projects

Neighborhood Organization, Rail
Trail, Historic Tours

Increase the frequency of communal activities at South Capital
Park to draw the general public and promote positive placemaking.
South Downtown’s access to the Riverwalk and Downtown make it
a prime location for increased recreational programing. Events can
be held regularly and contribute toward fostering a positive public
perception of South Downtown.
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PROJECT

Historic Tours

Project Type

Short Term

Cost

Low

Key Initiatives

Urban Design

Companion Projects

Neighborhood Organization,
Riverwalk Activities

Facilitate historic tours through South Downtown; focusing on
its distinct character and place in Idaho Falls. South Downtown
includes the original site of the Eagle Rock township which
preceded the founding of Idaho Falls itself. Harnessing this history
by informing the public of it through tours can attract both
attention and increase community involvement.

Project Type

Short Term

Cost

Low

Key Initiatives

Urban Design

Econ. Cond.

Connectivity

ER

LE
MI

S
DIU
RA

Downtown Form Based Code

QU
AR
T

Adopt a form based code, similar to the Downtown Form Based
Code, which helps to implement the stated goals from the South
Downtown Plan. This can aid in ensuring the community vision for
the South Downtown district is fulfilled.

LE
MI

Companion Projects

QU
AR
T

Adopt a Form Based Code

ER

PROJECT

S
DIU
RA

12- State Street

PROJECT

Neighborhood Organizations

Project Type

Short Term

Cost

Low

Key Initiatives

Urban Design

Companion Projects

Historic Tours, Riverwalk Activities

Econ. Cond.

Encourage the formation of an independent neighborhood
organization for local residents and business owners. It can add to
a sense of community and aid in forming social and communal
activities drawing positive attention to the area. Additionally, they
are effective at identifying concerns within the district and help
formulate solutions to address relevant issues.
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PROJECT

Water Tower Park

Project Type

Medium Term

Cost

Medium/High

Key Initiatives

Urban Design

Companion Projects

Riverwalk Activities, Rail Trail,
Historic Tours

A project to replace the existing water tower is underway. This
provides an opportunity to create a space to record and recognize
the importance of this iconic landmark. It may include park
facilities at the new location that would provide a history of the
water tower with historical photos and informative plaques.

PROJECT

Facade Improvements

Project Type

Medium Term

Cost

Low/Medium

Key Initiatives

Urban Design

Companion Projects

Historic Tours, Capital Projects
Funding

Econ. Cond.

Utilize existing façade funding to refurbish the exteriors of
eligible buildings within South Downtown. Using façade funds in
conjunction with private investment can reduce cost hurdles for
developers and business owners while enhancing the aesthetic of
the streetscape. This financing model has already demonstrated
success in Downtown Idaho Falls and could be replicated within
South Downtown.

PROJECT

Parklets

Project Type

Medium Term

Cost

Low

Key Initiatives

Urban Design

Companion Projects

Festive Streets, Facade Improvements

Econ. Cond.

Create dedicated spots for parklets that allow businesses and shops
to utilize the streetscape for dining and other activities. Parklets
temporarily use small portions of on-street parking and make them
available for outdoor seating making them ideal for restaurants and
niche businesses. Parklets provide flexibility for business owners
and enhance the quality of the street for pedestrians.
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PROJECT

Festive Streets

Project Type

Medium Term

Cost

Low/Medium

Key Initiatives

Urban Design

Companion Projects

Parklets, Pedestrian Plaza, Capital
Project Funding

Connectivity

Identify streets for pedestrian oriented activities such as festivals
and farmers markets. Chamberlain Avenue in particular spans
a sizable portion of South Downtown and would be an excellent
option. The use of festive streets may create an opportunity the
community to directly engage with South Downtown. An example
of a successful festive street event is “Live After Five” which takes
place on Park Avenue in Downtown. It regularly draws sizable
crowds driving local business and is a welcoming activity for the
public.

PROJECT

Pedestrian Crossings

Project Type

Medium Term

Cost

Medium/High

Key Initiatives

Connectivity

Companion Projects

S. Capital Street Diet, Capital Project
Funding

Install protected pedestrian crossings in the area, such as across
South Capital Avenue, to promote connectivity and safety.
Currently, there are a distinct lack of safe crossings from the
residential neighborhood to the Riverwalk. Well defined crossings,
such as a hawk signal, allow pedestrians to move safely through the
district enhancing their experience within the area. Additionally,
they can act as a traffic calming measure along South Capital
Avenue reducing speeds.

PROJECT

Pedestrian Plaza

Project Type

Long Term

Cost

Medium/High

Key Initiatives

Urban Design

Companion Projects

Capital Projects Funding, S. Capital
Street Diet

Connectivity

Create an area in South Downtown that is a pedestrian oriented
plaza. Throughout the design charrette and public information
gathering process a constant observation has been the appeal
to make the Warehouse Subdistrict the location of a pedestrian
plaza. Making an area which is not auto-oriented will set South
Downtown apart and provide a desirable amenity for Idaho Falls.
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PROJECT

S. Capital Street Diet

Project Type

Long Term

Cost

High

Key Initiatives

Urban Design

Companion Projects

Pedestrian Crossings, Capital Project
Funding

Connectivity

Reduce the size of South Capital Avenue by clearly marking onstreet parking and adding pedestrian crossings. Portions of the
right of way could be converted to bike lanes enabling a wider
array of transit options. Rededicate some right of way to widen
the Riverwalk while narrowing the road. These various options
could serve as traffic calming measures and slow vehicles on South
Capital Avenue. One example of a street diet working effectively
in the community is on nearby Memorial Drive. Adding protected
pedestrian crossing and expanding the greenspace improved
connectivity while also reducing the overall size of the road.

PROJECT

Capital Project Funding

Project Type

Long Term

Cost

Low/Medium/High

Key Initiatives

Urban Design

Econ. Cond.

Connectivity
Companion Projects

Rail Trail, Pedestrian Crossings, S.
Capital Street Diet

Investigate existing policies and funds that would help launch
capital projects in the South Downtown area. The use of tax
increment financing and a business improvement districts are
just two ways in which taxes sourced from the community
can be directly reinvested to benefit South Downtown’s future
development.

PROJECT

Rail Trail

Project Type

Long Term

Cost

Medium

Key Initiatives

Urban Design

Companion Projects

Riverwalk Activities, Capital Project
Funding

Connectivity

Repurpose the vacated rail line in the northern portion of South
Downtown in to a walking and biking trail. This will allow for a
safer river crossing and increase accessibility in to the district from
both Downtown and the west side of the river. This can increase
overall public recreation, activate South Capital Park, and draw
more business to the area.
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3.3 PLACE TYPE
Place Type Introduction
Idaho Falls is largest city in the area and is a regional destination for shopping and commerce. Idaho Falls’ proximity
to Teton and Yellowstone National Parks make it convenient location for tourists traveling the area. Therefore, tourism
represents a major industry which Idaho Falls ought to capitalize upon by drawing travelers to the City Core area to
dine and shop. The goal is to make the City Core an inviting place that draws locals and visitors alike to help the local
economy.
Unlike the Downtown district, South Downtown has significant residential land use in addition to its commercial
businesses. Therefore, it is important to distinguish this district as an Urban Neighborhood place type. Urban
Neighborhoods are fairly intensive residential neighborhoods, typically located next to an Urban Center, such
as Downtown. Urban Neighborhoods permit a range of building types and a range of commercial uses which
complement the residences.

Subdistrict Introduction
Identifying and supporting South Downtown’s individual subdistricts is a critical aspect of the City Core Plan.

Subdistricts serve as the key organizational tool; dividing the district based on existing built form, land use, and
geography. The following section will explain and describe the vision and intent for each of South Downtown’s 6
subdistricts, as well as the rationale for their boundaries. Each will be regulated individually within the form-based
code and encourage appropiate building forms and land uses based on the communal vision. This not only respects
the will of the community, but also shapes each subdistrict based on its unique characteristics and desired future.

Historic bungalows facing Chamberlain Avenue.
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SOUTH DOWNTOWN VISION: SUBDISTRICTS
Downtown

This area is an extension of the traditional
downtown, extending across Broadway and
ending at the train tracks to the south. It promotes
commercial business with upper level residential
and will continue to be regulated by the current
Idaho Falls Downtown Form-Based Code.

Downtown Subdistrict Map

Idaho Falls Public Library along W. Broadway.

Business Core

The Business Core subdistrict is distinct because it
represents the old Eagle Rock commercial district.
Reviving this pedestrian friendly commercial
form is important. Ensuring that business can
startup and grow in a healthy manner will aid the
district overall. Attempting to limit the amount
of future surface level parking and restoring a
complete streetscape will help this area meet the
community’s desires.

Business Core Subdistrict Map

View of local businesses along Cliff Street.
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Typical Business Core streetscape.

SOUTH DOWNTOWN VISION: SUBDISTRICTS
River Edge

The River Edge subdistrict is defined by both its
existence on the Riverwalk, but also the public
and cultural services within it. The Art Museum of
Eastern Idaho and the Riverwalk provide valuable
amenities to the residential neighborhood
in South Downtown and the community.
Additionally, Idaho Falls Power is contiguous
to these uses and has frontage along South
Capital Avenue and therefore is included within
the area. Although adjacent to the residential
neighborhood, many improvements must occur
along South Capital Avenue to improve its
connectivity to the rest of South Downtown while
preserving its valuable natural amenities.

River Edge Subdistrict Map

S. Capital Avenue by the River Edge Subdistrict.

Historic Residential

The oldest neighborhood in Idaho Falls, the
Historic Residential subdistrict is a valuable asset
which incorporates affordable housing and a mix
of housing types in a central location within the
city. Proximity to amenities, such as the Riverwalk
and downtown, make development inevitable.
Ensuring that the historic character and quaint
nature of the subdistrict remains intact when
development occurs is a priority. Additionally,
balancing preservation within the neighborhood
and policies which keep the neighborhood
affordable are equally important for the South
Downtown Plan.

Historic Residential Subdistrict Map
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Commercial Edge

Along Yellowstone Highway there is a smaller
subdistrict, the Commercial Edge, comprising a
collection of businesses that depend, in part, on
the highway for customer access. Therefore, the
plan should maintain this access and facilitate
the continued buffering between the highway
and residential uses in a thoughtful manner. This
subdistrict can be regulated in almost the same
manner as the Edge B Subdistrict in the Idaho Falls
Downtown Form-Based Code.

Commercial Edge Subdistrict Map

Example of existing building stock in Warehouse Subdistrict.

Internal commercial uses within Warehouse Subdistrict.

Warehouse Subdistrict

The Warehouse District is a truly unique location
within Idaho Falls and presents an opportunity for
infill and redevelopment of older building stock.
Currently, there is a range of valued businesses
and historic buildings like the former Idaho Falls
Creamery. Many within the community envisioned
this area becoming a pedestrian friendly and
focused place with ground level shopping and
a mix of housing types. Also included are the
businesses along Pancheri Drive, where thoughtful
design will eventually incorporate existing and
new buildings into the subdistrict and create a
uniform area. Utilizing its location and natural
elevation, the South Downtown Plan should
encourage the Warehouse Subdistrict to fulfill it
great potential.
Warehouse Subdistrict Map
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4.0 IMPLEMENTATION
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Idaho Falls is currently utilizing a range of redevelopment methods commonly used in Idaho. Although effective,
there are a wider range of redevelopment tools and policies that can be employed within Idaho Falls. The most
relevant and readily applicable tools have been summarized in the following pages with a full list provided in
the appendix. These additional methods reveal gaps in the City of Idaho Falls current redevelopment strategy
and provide comprehensive recommendations for the City Core Plan which are listed below:
Strengthen business organization – increase funding, stabilize member support for organization and grow
programming of Idaho Falls Downtown Development Corporation, research the viability of business groups in
South Downtown.
•
•
•
•

Develop a unified marketing plan – collaborate among Greater Idaho Falls Chamber of Commerce, Idaho
Falls Downtown Development Corporation and other promoters to expand the impact of marketing.
Invest in tactical urbanism projects – pursue grant funding and/or technical assistance to support and
provide “proof of concept” for key programs or projects (see “catalytic projects and programs” section).
Explore creation of tax abatement program – consider establishing tax abatement program for blighted or
out-of-compliance properties to increase owners’ ability to redevelop.
Increase revolving loan funds – Idaho Falls Business Assistance Corporation could consider strategies to
increase funding for its loan program targeting businesses locating to or renovating in the city core who
may not easily be able to pursue conventional financing.
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4.2 REDEVELOPMENT TOOLS SUMMARY

The following pages include a summary of common investment and redevelopment tools and how they are used in
Idaho Falls. Additionally, projects are broken down by their current status: well utilized (+), could be strengthened (),
or not a utilized redevelopment strategy (-).

STRATEGY/TOOL

IN IDAHO FALLS

STATUS

Prioritize City Core:

City Continue to use existing plans such as the
plans and leadership prioritize the city
Idaho Falls Comprehensive Plan and invest
core as a center for business, housing and
staff time to develop policies for the city
community identity. Other projects in the
core. Ensure that new developments and
community should aim to complement
projects nearby do not hinder to progress
and enhance its economic vibrancy and
and potential of the districts.
livability.

Redevelopment Agency:

Government body dedicated to urban
renewal in a typically underinvested
area. In Idaho, Tax Increment Financing
(TIF) is used to generate funding for this
organization’s investment.

Business Organization:

Form organizations which promote and
advocate for businesses in the area.
Can plan activities and contribute to
improvements within the area often
through contributions and member
fees.

City Core Marketing Plan:

Conduct a comprehensive marketing
study which assesses the market
potential and weaknesses in the area.
This will help with informed investment
in the city core and help with smart
economic growth.

Pilot Programs and Grants:

Provide grant funding or other
resources to support short term pilot
programs that test new innovative
development within the area that
provide a “proof of concept”.

Urban Renewal District/TIF:

Utilize urban renewal and TIF funding
to invest in public infrastructure and
projects to spur redevelopment in the
city core and reduce cost hurdles.

+

The Idaho Falls Redevelopment Agency
manages four Urban Renewal Districts,
including Downtown. It is a very active
organization with a broad range of
representation from the community.

+

The Idaho Falls Downtown Development
Corporation (IFDDC) is an organization
of downtown businesses which promote
commerce and activity within the district.
Under its Business Improvement District
(BID) status IFDDC has aided in increasing
business and interest within the area.



There has already been work conducted to
understand the local market of downtown
but this should be extended to South
Downtown. This will aid in understanding
their distinct needs and aid the plan in
addressing them accordingly moving
forward.



The City has already pursued short term
tactical urbanism projects which introduce
new development types in downtown. A
parklet plan is currently being produced
for the district and should be tested in the
near future.



Idaho Falls has utilized these tools since
1989 in the Snake River Urban Renewal
District. It ends in 2018 and currently
includes Downtown presenting an
opportunity to create a future district.

+
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STRATEGY/TOOL

IN IDAHO FALLS

STATUS

Business Improvement District:

The Idaho Falls Downtown Development
Corporation is an excellent case of a
successful BID within the community.
IFDDC has helped increase commerce and
improve the downtown area and could be
extended further.

+

Idaho Falls uses its Community
Development Block Grant funds (CDBG)
to administer a local facade program
which has already contributed to marked
improvements to downtown in the last 10
years.

+

The Bonneville Hotel redevelopment
project is a mixed-income housing project.
Out of 35 total units, 5 are market-rate
while the remaining 30 are priced for
middle and low income families. This aids
in addressing housing inequity and allows
downtown have more affordable housing.



An example of a completed long-term
catalytic project in Idaho Falls is the
Memorial Drive street diet. It improved
connectivity between the Riverwalk and
downtown, increasing commerce and
improving the desirability of the area.



A BID is a defined area within which
businesses pay a tax that funds projects
within the district’s boundaries. A BID
is often funded by this tax but can also
draw upon public and private funding.

Facade Improvement Program:
Continue to use public and private
grants and loans to support facade
improvements on buildings such
as signage, building frontage, and
awnings.

Mixed-Income Housing:

Include a diversity of housing types,
such as apartments, that fill diverse
housing needs. Some units are priced
at a market-rate but other are priced
exclusively for middle and low income
families.

Catalytic Projects:

As discussed in the Vision section,
catalytic projects spur growth through
high-quality public and private
investment. They improve areas and
facilitate current and future investment.

Each of these tools aims to address certain key aspects and challenges of redevelopment. Although not exhaustive,
this summary provides excellent examples of polices already in use within disparate communities and their impacts.
Expanding their use in an informed manner can help Idaho Falls continue to grow in a steady and prosperous
manner. The following section will discuss in detail some of the missing policies and the barriers to success facing the
community.
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Historic homes within South Downtown.

IMPLEMENTATION: BARRIERS TO SUCCESS
4.3 BARRIERS TO SUCCESS

Older Building Stock

The City Core is among the oldest areas in Idaho Falls, encompassing
the original Eagle Rock town site. Therefore, many of its most desirable
buildings are also among the communities oldest. When redeveloping
these structures it is important to remember that any change in use to
them requires investment to comply with the currently adopted city
fire and building codes. Ensuring buildings are safe and structurally
sound is imperative, but can present a challenge in older structures.

Capital and Financing

Successful and thoughtful redevelopment can require substantial
financial and capital investments. Therefore, it is important to ensure
that the City of Idaho Falls continues to advertise and fund programs
which reduce cost hurdles for developers and landowners. Public and
private cooperation has already demonstrated success within the
community and should continue to do so within the City Core.

Sunsetting of Downtown Urban Renewal District

The Idaho Falls Redevelopment Agency (IFRA) closed the 20 year
charter of the Downtown Business Improvement District in 2018. This
limits the range of policies which might be available for the district
in the future and has created a transition period for development.
However, South Downtown does have an opportunity to become a
redevelopment district under IFRA and could benefit from this policy
in the future.

Maintaining/Supporting Housing Diversity

Although Idaho Falls has steadily made progress toward supporting
and creating a mix of housing; it is important that redevelopment
continue this trend. Overcoming traditional aversions to multifamily
and affordable housing can be challenging, but is necessary to
facilitate a healthy local housing market. The City Core Code should
therefore allow and encourage housing diversity in order to provide
housing for all of the communities needs.
Idaho Falls City Core Plan
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4.4 FINANCIAL OPTIONS + TOOLS
Incentive programs throughout the nation assist development and redevelopment by reducing the financial burden
on eligible projects. Idaho is an attractive place to do business due to low operating costs, a predictable tax structure,
and available incentives that developers and companies benefit from. Local City of Idaho Falls incentives, as well as
statewide economic development incentives, grants, and external financing options are outlined below.

Local City of Idaho Falls Incentives

Tax Increment Financing
Used in Idaho Falls Urban Renewal Districts to fund utility construction, land costs, pad and compaction
work, footings, foundations, and other improvements.
Idaho Falls Power Efficiency Incentive
Offers rebates or zero interest loans to qualifying commercial customers to install efficient lighting and other
electrical conservation measures.
Economic Development Incentive
Offers waivers of certain development costs to qualifying projects. Criteria includes creation of 100 or more
full time jobs, $5M capital investment, and employee wages at twice the federal minimum wage.

Idaho State Incentives

Tax Reimbursement Incentive
The Idaho TRI is a performance-based incentive featuring a tax credit of up to 30% for up to 15 years on
new state tax revenues generated by companies seeking to expand in or relocate to Idaho by adding new,
qualifying jobs.
Idaho Business Advantage
If a business invests at least $500,000 in new facilities and creates at least 10 new jobs averaging $40,000 a
year with benefits, it may qualify for a wide package of incentives, including tax credits, sales tax rebates, and
property tax exemptions.
3% Investment Tax Credit
An investment tax credit on all new depreciable, tangible, personal property (machinery and equipment)
used in Idaho. Can offset up to 50% of a company’s liability and may be carried forward 14 years.
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Property Tax Exemption
Depending on the county, businesses investing at least $500,000 in new or existing non-retail, commercial
or industrial facilities, may qualify for a full or partial property tax exemption for up to five years.
5% Research and Development Tax Credit
Allows a taxpayer who makes expenditures in research and development activities in Idaho to claim an
income tax credit. The credit rate is 5% of the amount a taxpayer’s current year R&D expenditures exceed a
base amount. Can be applied for up to 14 years.
Idaho Opportunity Fund
Funding allotted at the discretion of the Idaho Commerce Director for infrastructure improvements to help
attract or accommodate a new commercial or industrial facility.
Workforce Development Reimbursements
Receive up to $3,000 in cash reimbursements for the training of new, full-time employees or for helping
retain employees facing permanent layoff.

Grants

STEP Grants
The goal of the State Trade Expansion Program is to increase the number of small businesses that export,
increase the value of exports, and increase the number of small businesses exploring significant new trade
opportunities.
Idaho Travel Council Grants
The Idaho Travel Council awards funds to local nonprofit organizations whose primary purpose is to
promote the state’s travel and tourism assets.
Idaho Global Entrepreneurial Mission
IGEM creates partnerships between private sector experts and research professionals to bring commercially
viable technologies to market. The program creates new products, companies, and high-value jobs, while
increasing the research capacity of Idaho universities in strategic areas.

Mutlfamilty tax abatement project in Memphis , TN.
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Community Development Block Grants
CDBG enhances local infrastructure to create a better environment for existing and potential businesses.

External Financing

Small Business Administration Grants & Loans
SBA programs help individuals looking to start, expand, or purchase a business.
Idaho Housing and Finance Association Small Business Loans
Financing to help meet small business loan collateral requirements.
Industrial Revenue Bonds
Tax-free bonds to finance manufacturing, processing, production, and assembly facilities.
Mofi Business Loans
Financing option for entrepreneurs that can be used for startup costs, existing business purchases, real
estate, equipment purchases, working capital, and debt restructuring.
Mofi New Market Tax Credit Loans
NMTC program provides capital for businesses, developers, and non-profits to help make projects a reality.
Criteria includes projects over $4M in a qualifying census tract.
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4.5 REDEVELOPMENT CASE STUDIES
In order to further understand redevelopment programs and their effects, the following tables provide cases within
the state of Idaho. These not only dive into the specifics of these programs, but also demonstrates the vast range of
policy options and tools the City of Idaho Falls might use to implement the City Core Plan.

PROJECT
Lead Agency
Funding

Project
Description
Link

PROJECT
Lead Agency
Funding
Project
Description

Link

City of Pocatello Facade Improvement Program
The City of Pocatello
1. Sign/Awning Grants: Receive up to $500 for sign and $1,500 for awnings.
2. Intrusive element removal grants: Covers up to 50% of the cost to remove
intrusive elements including false building fronts, unused utilities, and nonconforming signs.
3. Facade Improvement Loans: Loan funds are available at 0% interest and
can be used to cover 90% of the cost of a façade improvement project.
Owner must pay 5% of project total in cash and can receive up to 5% in kind
donations.
The program is designed to help rehabilitate buildings within the business
improvement district and the Warehouse Historic District within Pocatello. An
applicant may take advantage of the activities independently or combine them
into one project. The loans are contingent upon available funds.
http://www.pocatello.us/DocumentCenter/View/345

City of Donnelly Downtown Revitalization Plan
The City of Donnelly
See Project Description
In 2009, The City of Donnelly, ID, finished a downtown revitalization plan that
featured plans for streetscape improvements, public space preservation, public
art installations, event centers, business recruitment, and downtown “greening.”
Securing project financing is a challenge due to Donnelly’s small population,
limited tax base and few established businesses. The more substantial aspects
of this downtown revitalization plan (i.e. streetscape improvements) will likely
require grant funding be partnered with other sources such as local dollars
and/or development fees. Additional financing tools that have been proposed
and reviewed including federal stimulus dollars and creation of a BID
http://www.cityofdonnelly.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/Downtown-Revitalization-Planfinal.pdf
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PROJECT
Lead Agency
Funding
Project
Description

Fourth Street Heritage Corridor Project
Ketchum Urban Renewal Agency (KURA)
City-wide public bond sales
The Fourth Street Heritage Corridor Project is a multi-phase streetscape renovation
designed to increase street life through wider sidewalks, outdoor seating, landscaping,
and public art. The KURA paid for 46% of this $2,198,600 Fourth Street Heritage
Project. Two phases of the project are complete totaling five blocks from the
Community Library at Spruce Avenue across Main Street to the corner of First Street.
The final phase of the project would add three additional blocks, creating a unified
streetscape from the Library southwest to the Ketchum Post Office.
In 2010, the Ketchum Urban Renewal Agency sold bonds to refinance three separate
loans; two of these loans were used to purchase property at 491 Sun Valley Road and
211 East First Street and the third loan was used to finance a portion of the 4th Street
Heritage Project. Consolidation of these loans through the 2010 bond sale resulted in
a manageable repayment schedule at a competitive interest rate. The 2010 bonds will
be paid off in 2034.

Link

PROJECT
Lead Agency
Funding
Project
Description

http://ketchumura.org/project-list/capital-projects/

LIHTC Credits for Housing Development
Private Investors
See Project Description
The Housing Credit is a model public-private partnership built on a “pay-for-success”
model. The federal government awards credits after properties are successfully
completed and occupied. Private sector investors – not taxpayers – bear the financial
risk, and are closely involved in monitoring and oversight. The Housing Credit is also
administered at the state level, and through a competitive allocation process, only the
affordable housing developments that are most responsive to local housing priorities
receive credits.
The Housing Credit is responsible for financing nearly all affordable housing
development in the U.S.

Link

http://www.enterprisecommunity.org/financing-and-development/low-income-housing-taxcredits
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PROJECT
Lead Agency
Funding
Project
Description

Capital City Development Corp. Housing Development Incentives
Capital City Development Corporation (CCDC)
See Project Description
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Link
PROJECT
Lead Agency
Funding
Project
Description

Link

Streetscape grants: CCDC pays for $25,000 of ROW improvements and 50% of any
additional costs with a not-to exceed total contribution of $150,000.
CCDC general assistance: program is oriented towards larger developments. Incentive is
based on how much tax increment the specific project will generate and what percentage
will be paid back over a 4-year period. This general assistance program was used with the
Owhyee in Boise.
CCDC specific improvements: Used for larger more transformative projects such as public
parking, infrastructure, public plazas and trails. Operates under a 6-1 funding policy where
developers pay 6 dollars for every 1 dollar of public investment.
Public/private project coordination: program allows for CCDC to pay for improvements on
a project that are slated to be completed by CCDC as part of their capital improvements
program. In essence the program allows developers to take on already scheduled CCDC
capital improvements as part of their development costs with a full reimbursement,
allowing for more control over ROW improvements. The Owyhee used this program in
Boise.
Property disposition: Program sets out the process for the disposition of CCDC land for
for-profit, non-profit, and public development use. This disposition agreement allows
for the developer to maintain flexible land acquisition costs to maintain project financial
feasibility while meeting public objectives of the project. Program is only available for
CCDC-owned properties.

http://www.ccdcboise.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/BoiseDowntownStrategy-FINAL.pdf

Affordable Housing Development Incentives
The City of Ketchum and Blaine County Housing Authority
Fees In-Lieu-of affordable housing units
The City of Ketchum required developers either provide a percentage of the property
as deed-restricted “community housing,” or donate a percentage of the property’s
value to an in-lieu fund. Additionally, Ketchum will award a density bonus in exchange
for community housing development. The code gives developers an allowed floorarea ratio in relation to parcel size. In certain areas such as downtown, near the Warm
Springs and River Run base areas and in residential neighborhoods, going beyond the
ratio requires community housing. The city requires that developers take 20 percent
of the increase in floor-area ratio and devote that to on-site community housing.
Or, developers have the option of converting that requirement to a fee, or buy units
elsewhere and make them affordable.
http://www.mtexpress.com/news/ketchum/ketchum-eyes-more-affordable-housing/
article_33743be6-15fd-11e5-8a61-7f2644a988a0.html
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PROJECT
Lead Agency
Funding
Project
Description

Link

PROJECT
Lead Agency
Funding
Project
Description

Link

City of Boise Downtown Housing Incentives
The City of Boise
See Project Description
The City has set aside $150,000 per year for qualifying projects and up to an additional
$150,000 to $250,000 per year of loans for qualifying affordable housing projects.
The money allocated by the City of Boise will be available until it is fully awarded for a
particular year.
• Incentives for Creating Market Rate Units: The Committee will award $1,000 per
multifamily unit created for qualifying projects creating market rate units in the
downtown planning area. Projects must create 10 or more units of market rate
housing. Once awarded, the incentives will be made available in the form of a
development or permit fee offset or as a check written directly from the City to
the applicant at the time of building permit issuance or any time thereafter.
• Incentives for Creating Affordable Housing Units: The Committee will award
$2,000 per affordable housing unit created in Boise’s Downtown Planning Area.
The award will combine of a grant of up to $1,000 and a loan equivalent to a
minimum of $1,000 per unit.
boisecityid.iqm2.com/Citizens/FileOpen.aspx?Type=4&ID=5144

Downtown Revitalization Funding Approach
The City of Star
See Project Description
The City of Star, Idaho has identified several funding sources for downtown
revitalization and improvements. These identified funding opportunities are:
• The creation of a Business Improvement District
• The creation of an Urban Renewal district
• Local Improvement Districts
• Revolving Loan Funds for economic diversity and development – Available
through Sage Community Funds http://www.sage.com/company/sage_
foundation
• Business loan pools - Private foundations initiate these programs and local banks
participate through Community Reinvestment Act Credits.
• Idaho Power Local Franchise Fees - By city ordinance, a small percentage of total
costs can be collected from local Idaho Power customers and can be dedicated
towards utility improvements
https://staridaho.us/index.php/docman-all-documents/city-department-documents/planningand-zoning/general-information-1/172-downtown-revitalization-plan/file
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4.6 FORM-BASED CODE INTRODUCTION
In recent years the format of form-based codes have improved, movign to a more easily understood graphic model.

The Idaho Falls City Core Code is based on a template developed by the Wasatch Front Regional Council. The template
is calibrated to meet the specific needs of the City Core area and the communities vision for it future. It is linked to the
regulating plan and gives Idaho Falls the tools to guide the layout of future transportation and utility systems. The City
Core Code defines various street types, giving a specific form/urban design to each street identified on the regulating
plan. It also defines the form/architectural style of the vertical architecture top influence its development.
Using the WFRC Wasatch Choice for 2040 Template tool as a framework the project team collaborated with project
stakeholders to select the appropriate place types from the available templates as a starting point. Downtown Idaho
Falls is defined as an Urban Center place type while South Downtown is an Urban Neighborhood place type. Within
the Place Type the general character and form is defined, based on existing or planned development patterns.
Building Types, Landscaping, Parking, and Sign Types (for commercial areas), will support the characteristics of each
Place Type (and/or Context).
A form-based code provides an alternative solution to standard Euclidean zoning by integrating uses and allowing for
more efficient and vibrant community design. Some elements of a Form-Based Code include:
Regulating Plan: Idenitifies the locations where different building standards apply
Public Standards: Defines the standards of design for components in the public realm such as, sidewalks, street trees,
furniture, etc.
Building Standards: Sets out the expectations related to configurations, building function, and features.
Additional parameters that might be incorporated include architectural, landscape, environmental considerations, and
signage standards.
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The form based code will replace the previous Euclidean zoning which has regulated to the City Core in the
past. Under Euclidean zoning, land use is heavily regulated without deeper consideration of the built form that a
community might desire. Form-based codes offer an alternative zoning type that relies less on land use designations
and focuses instead on the built characteristic of individual sites.
Idaho Falls has chosen this alternative implementation method because it allow the community to proactively plan
for the type of development envision. By changing the lens of focus from land use to urban form, an form-based code
produces a a tailored and desired outcome. One benefit is a form-based code allows a communtiy to maintain the
historic character of buildings seen in the City Core while enabling business and land owners to adapt their use to a
changing community and economy. The following section describes in greater detail many of the positive impacts of a
form-based code.

BENEFITS OF A FORM-BASED CODE

Form-Based Codes can benefit a community in a wide variety of ways. City administrators, residents, business
owners, and developers can all see increased economic value due to clearer development approvals. The following
information is derived from resources provided by the Form Based Code Institute, and provide a summary by category
of the key benefits.

Focus on the Public Realm

Form-based codes address interaction with the street differently than traditional codescodes and
encourage pedestrian friendly environments. They control physical elements of the built environment
such as setbacks between structures and the minimum transparency levels for street level store fronts.
In Idaho Falls the existing physical form of the City Core can be utilized as a baseline to coordinate
street requirements. Fostering a building form that is an attractive, pedestrian-friendly environment,
under various street scenarios. These street form regulations can include guidance for sidewalk width,
placement, landscaping treatments, and the location of travel and bicycles lanes.

Predictable Results

A key benefit of adopting a form-based code is developing predictable development results. Form-based
codes are intended to influence the form and general appearance of buildings, rather than the land use
in a district. This enables the community to control the physical impact of development, and allows the
developer to understand what the community prefers more readily. By focusing on building form, a
greater mix of uses can be utilized in a building that meets community input.

Codified Requirements

Form-based codes are differ from design guidelines; design guidelines are not typically codified while
form-based codes are. Additionally, form-based codes do not generally seek to specify architectural
styles, ornamentation, or color palettes typically found in design guidelines. The goal is not to generate
a district of a similar aesthetic, it is to generate a district of a specific form. Variety and flexibility of
designs and buildings within a district is encouraged.
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Place-Specific Regulations

Form-based code are tailored to to support a specific community character, whereas traditional codes
have often been generalized across many municipalities. Critical to the success of any form-based
code to creating cohesion by respecting the vision of the community and the current enviornment of
the a district and its adjacent areas. For example, the historic nature of downtown Idaho Falls is key
component of the form based code.

Highly Illustrated Document

A key feature and requirement of the form-based code is the inclusion of easy-to use illustrative
charts and illustrations. Not often associated with traditional codes, these illustrative materials should
clearly depict the form of development. In an existing district, such as downtown Idaho Falls, existing
development may already meet this form and can be the baseline for the code.

Economic Benefits

As has been previously outlined, form-based codes are designed to promote walkability. Walkability is
promoted because it can address parking problems, enhance access to businesses, and provide a holistic
approach to district improvements. In many communities, this can increase retail activity and property
values as the district sees an increase in use and vitality.
More information found at: www.formbasedcodes.org/
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IMPLEMENTATION: FORM-BASED CODE INTRODUCTION
REGULATING PLAN DESCRIPTION
The regulating plan outlines street locations and types, and carefully codes to definitions in the form based
code. The adoption of the regulating plan and/or the related maps within the form based code will allow
Idaho Falls to review proposed actions in the downtown area for multiple vision themes. A proposed action should meet not only the characteristics of the base district but also the characteristics of the adjacent
streets(s) and/or open spaces. Projects that will add open spaces shall include the appropriate open space
characteristics required by the code.
The regulating plan that has been developed for the downtown area of Idaho Falls consolidates into one
cohesive Downtown District with Subdistricts, Street Types, Building Types, and Open Space Types. These
recommendations are detailed in the form based code. The five Subdistricts within the Downtown District
are designated by color code. While the characteristics of each Subdistrict are varied from one another, each
meets the overall theme of the Place Type. The Subdistricts have been chosen to support the existing conditions in the downtown as well as to support the vision for the future of downtown. Upgrades to facilities
within certain Subdistricts are defined in more detail as part of the catalytic projects section.
There are three different Street Types with in the Downtown District, each designated on the regulating
plan. Boulevard, Avenue, and Alley are defined with specific characteristics in the form based code. The relationship between the Street Type and Subdistrict is important. The functionality of the street for all modes
of transportation supports the form of the structures they serve. The Street Types have been selected to
support the existing conditions of the streets in downtown as well as to support the vision for the future of
downtown. This includes aesthetic improvements as well as functional improvements for all modes of transportation including motorists, cyclists, and pedestrians. These enhancements are defined in more detail as
part of the catalytic projects section.
There are different Open Space Types designated on the regulating plan. The open spaces are an important component of the vision for the future of downtown Idaho Falls. Connecting existing and proposed
open spaces to the Subdistricts will increase the success of existing and proposed development. The goal
to increase residential development and to implement certain catalytic projects within downtown is closely
linked to the availability of the appropriate types of open spaces. The choice of open space is tied to development of programming in civic spaces as well as providing open spaces for residents.
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